NOTIFICATION

Whereas a report is received from the Assistant Commissioner of Taxes, Aizawl North Zone that 1 (one) page of Declaration Form ‘C’ bearing No. OIFF132550, was lost by the registered dealer M/s V.L. Machinery & Tools, Proprietor: Robert V.L. Thlamuana, Aizawl, I, the undersigned, declared that the Declaration Form ‘C’ bearing No. OIFF132550 is obsolete and invalid with effect from dt. 12.2.2009. under Rule 6 (10) of the CST (Mizoram) Rules, 1991.

SD/- LALTHANGLIANA VARTE
Commissioner of Taxes
Mizoram : Aizawl.

Copy to:-

1. The Commissioner of Sales Tax/Commercial Taxes etc. of all States for information and wide publicity.
3. The Assistant Commissioner of Taxes, Aizawl North/South/Central/ Lunglei Zone for information.

Commissioner of Taxes
Mizoram : Aizawl.